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Abstract— Clinical Practice Guidelines, 
recommendations are the ideal support for
Support Systems. The intricacies of a guideline
related with the establishment of a careflow w
order between procedures and the modelling 
One of such decision points is the choice b
tasks based on trigger conditions regarding a
may be the case that, when there is the need to
alternative tasks, the system does not posses
information to do so, thus rendering impossib
come. Speculative Computation and Abductio
efficiency of this process by allowing the syst
computation of a solution, even while it is wai
from the information sources. This work prov
Speculative Computation framework able to c
of clinical careflows. The methods developed h
to support practitioners and to improve patien
by providing maps of the most likely evolution
when the information is incomplete. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Currently, the use of Clinical Decision 

(CDSSs) in daily health care delivery is beco
There is evidence that the use of such syste
contribute to the improvement of health care
in the prevention of medication errors, and th
practitioner performance [2][3]. The main g
tems is to help health care professionals m
dealing with clinical data and knowledge.  T
that provide patient specific recommendati
object of great discussion in the last forty yea
entation of HELP (considered one of the 
whether they are truly helpful to practitioners
of evidence-based medicine as a support for
the form of Computer-Interpretable Guidelin
brought a change in the way these systems a
are machine readable and structured represen
Practice Guidelines which, in turn, are sys
oped statements that provide recommendatio
ate care in specific circumstances.  
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Support Systems 
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he improvement of 
goal of these sys-
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context provider assesses the re
needs and determines if their ex
institution. The local repository s
information sources. 

This work is focused on th
tion in the execution of CPGs
ontology, using the CompGuid
decision support, to deal with 
formation regarding the state o
tion is a particular case of imp
include uncertainty, inaccurac
complete information, it occu
information regarding an attrib
far, the approaches to this typ
belief networks, neural netwo
other statistical methods [5][6]
structure of CIG systems, a me
and structure the reasoning proc

Taking that into considerat
framework and semantics for
Abduction provided by Satoh e
ing process in the automated ex

The article is organized as
rizes the domain and the case
application of Speculative Com
the formal definitions for th
processes along with a proof
Finally, section four provides
work considerations. 
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h the CompGuide execution engine. The 
esources that a CDSS recommendation 
xecution is possible at the health care 
stores the patient data retrieved from the 

he use of Speculative Computa-
 represented in the CompGuide 
de execution engine for clinical 
uncertainty and incomplete in-

of a patient. Incomplete informa-
perfect information. Other cases 
cy and incoherence. As for in-
urs when there is not available 
bute, a value is not specified. So 
pe of problem include Bayesian 
orks, case-based reasoning and 
. However, given the rule-based 
ethod that can conform to them 
cess is necessary.   

tion, the current work uses the 
r Speculative Computation and 
et al. [7] to describe the reason-
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he framework and associated 

f procedure for the case-study. 
s some conclusions and future 
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II. CASE-STUDY 
One of the components of the CompGuid

tology for CPGs represented in Ontology 
(OWL 2) more specifically in OWL D
(OWL-DL). It represents CPGs as networks o
be Plans, Actions, Questions and Decisions 
of a relative order between the tasks is don
object properties. A Plan is linked to its firs
FirstTask property, and the task that follows
the previous by nextTask. For special cases s
ous tasks or a choice between tasks, one use
and the alternativeTask object properties, 
CompGuide execution engine, represented i
this procedural logic. It fetches the informa
verify patient state related constraints placed
querying remote electronic health records (E
questions to the physician using the system. 
of communication with the EHR and the con
be broken or the physician may not have all
formation to enable the execution of a guidel
the available information incomplete and c
on the CIG being followed. 

Fig. 2. Excerpt of the NCCN Guideline for Colon Canc

This is a problem when the system is pre
ation such as the one depicted in Fig. 2 in
choice between multiple alternative tasks.
task is associated with a set of trigger cond
their choice. When one wants to move from
one of the alternative tasks, the execution e
trigger conditions of the alternatives, selecti
trigger conditions hold true. The trigger con
to the parameters of the patient state prese
provided by the physician.  This case represe
the National Comprehensive Cancer Networ
line for Colon Cancer1 [9] in which there is 
get information about four clinical parame
polyps, if the cancer is appropriate for resec
suspicion or proof of metastatic synchronou
and if the cancer is invasive or not. Then,
trigger conditions in Fig. 2, the execution e
pose the next task from the alternatives. If in
ing, how can the computation of the next t
work presented herein features a methodolog
cases, based on the following assumptions:
execution algorithm will recommend the nex
cal workflow, but, before that, it has to ma

                                                  
1 Available at http://www.nccn.org/professionals/physician_
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execution instance can only mo
linked  to the current one by th
to move to one of the alternati
of such task must be met; (4) t
the resources to perform the  pr
healthcare institution as verifie
(5) the information necessary 
will be acquired from the pa
during the planning and may 
(6) the system has a set of defa
of the patient’s state and the c
executions of the guideline; (7
curs differently for parameters
and for parameters referring t
the first case the data of patien
the guideline, stored in the loca
the values of the parameters ba
relative frequencies. In the se
sumed as being the last respon
ternative tasks, stored in the loc

III. SPECULAT

The theory of Speculative C
presented by Satoh [7] and bas
kas and Kowalski [10], may pr
efficiency of the alternative t
theory combines dynamically 
ductive reasoning to handle in
computation problem, a tentati
on default assumptions. The ne
its providers and, as it arrives, 
tion with the default assumptio
of a Speculative Computation 
es: Process Reduction and Fa
this methodology as well as it
procedure for the case study 
subsections. 

A. Framework and Preliminar
The Framework of Specu

Decision Support Systems (SF
as those in [7]. It is defined i
��� �� ������ 	
 with slight dif
nent identifiers in order to tran
wherein the tuple:  
• � is a finite set of constant

component identifier; 
• � is a set of predicates calle

is a literal with an external 
of a remote information so
literal, ~Q@S is defined as 
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ground askable literals sati
not contain  both p(t1,…,tn
same time;  

• ��is a set of predicates c
when Q is a literal with an 
abducible;  

• ��is a set of rules of the form

ove to another task if that task is 
he alternativeTask property; (3) 
ive tasks, the trigger conditions  
the transition is only possible if 
roposed task are available at the 
ed by the context provider (cp); 
to verify the trigger conditions 

atient information sources (pis) 
not be immediately available;  

ault values about the information 
context resulting from previous 
7) the derivation of defaults oc-
s referring to the patient’s state 
o the practicability of tasks. In 
nts from previous executions of 
al repository, is used to retrieve 

ased on the ones with the highest 
econd case, the defaults are as-
nses of the cp regarding the al-
cal repository. 

IVE COMPUTATION 
Computation and Abduction, as 
sed on the seminal work of Ka-
rovide a solution to increase the 
task computation process. This 
revisable computation and ab-

ncomplete information. Given a 
ive computation is made, based 
ecessary information is asked to 
the consistency of this informa-
ons is evaluated. The execution 
framework occurs in two phas-

act Arrival. The framework for 
ts execution phases and a proof 
are presented in the following 

ry Definitions 
lative Computation in Clinical 

FCDSS) has the same components 
in terms of the following tuple 
fferences at the system compo-
nslate the architecture of Fig. 1. 

ts. An element in � is a system 

ed external predicates. When Q 
predicate and S is the identifier 

ource, Q@S is called an askable 
(~Q)@S;  
wer set and consists in a set of 
sfying the condition that � does 
n)@S and ~p(t1,…,tn)@S at the 

called abducible predicates and 
abducible predicate, Q is called 

m: 
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o H�B1,B2,…,Bn., where H is a positive ordinary literal and  
each of B1,B2,…,Bn is an ordinary literal or an askable lit-
eral or an abducible; 

o H is called a head of rule R denoted as head(R), always 
non-empty, and B1,B2,…,Bn is the body denoted as 
body(R), with the possibility of  body(R)=�; 

• 	 is a set of integrity constraints of the form: 

o �B1,B2,…,Bn., where  is a special symbol for contra-
diction and each B1,B2,…,Bn is an ordinary literal or an 
askable literal or an abducible, but at least one of them is 
an askable literal or an abducible.  

An askable literal has two meanings: 

1. An askable literal Q@S in a rule in � represents a ques-
tion the CDSS asks to a remote component of the system 
S; and  

2. An askable literal in � represents the default truth value, 
if p(t1,…,tn)@S � �, p(t1,…,tn)@S is normally true for a 
question to a system component S, and if ~p(t1,…,tn)@S 
� �, p(t1,…,tn)@S is  normally false for a question to a 
system component S. 

Now, the framework is applied to the case depicted in Fig. 
2. In the formalization below alt(a,b) means that b is an alter-
native task linked to a. nex(b) means that the cp considers that 
task b cannot be executed. tcv(b) indicates that the trigger 
conditions for task b are validated. The default values for the 
clinical parameters and the practicability of tasks are defined 
in �. gtt(a,b)  symbolizes the transition from task a to b and 
nt(a,b) means that b has been selected as the task following a. 
The example of the previous section, in which the guideline 
execution engine has to plan the next task of the careflow, is 
formalized under the Speculative Computation framework as 
follows: 
• �={pis,cp} 
•  �={sp,car,msa,ic,nex} 
• �={sp(pedunculated)@pis, car(no)@pis, msa(no)@pis, 

ic(yes)@pis, ~nex(a01)@cp, ~nex(a02)@cp, 
nex(a03)@cp} 

• �={gtt} 
• � is the following set of rules: 

nt(X,F)�alt(X,F), tcv(F),gtt(X,F). 
tcv(a01)�sp(pedunculated)@pis,car(no)@pis, 
msa(no)@pis, ic(yes)@pis. 
tcv(a01)�sp(sessile)@pis,car(no)@pis, 
msa(no)@pis, ic(yes)@pis. 
tcv(a02)�car(yes)@pis,msa(no)@pis. 
tcv(a03)�msa(yes)@pis. 
alt(q01,a01)�. 
alt(q01,a02)�. 
alt(q01,a03)�. 

• 	 is the following set of integrity constraints: 
�gtt(X,Y),nex(Y)@cp. 

In the representation it is assumed that the shape of the po-
lyps presented by the patient is pedunculated, the cancer is not 
appropriate for resection, there is no evidence or proof of me-
tastatic synchronous adenocarcinoma and the cancer is inva-
sive. 

When applied to CDSSs, Speculative Computation implies 
the generation of hypotheses based on default values. These 
hypotheses are possible paths for the execution engine. The 
Process Reduction phase is, in this context, the normal execu-
tion of a program, such as the one presented above, in which 
processes are created when choice points are encountered and 
an active process is reduced to a new one [7]. The Fact Arrival 
phase corresponds to an interruption when an answer arrives 
from an information source [7]. A process terminates success-
fully if all the computation is complete and the defaults have 
not been contradicted. To understand the notion of process, the 
preliminary definitions from previous work [7] are necessary, 
namely those of extended literal and process: 

• Definition 1 An extended literal is either a literal or an 
expression of the form fail({L1,…,Ln}) where Li is a literal. 
fail({L1,…,Ln) is used to demonstrate that there is no proof 
for Li [11]. 

• Definition 2 A process is the tuple �GS,OD,IA,ANS
� in 
which: GS is a set of extended literals to be proved called 
a goal set and expresses the current status of an alternative 
computation, OD is a set of askable literals called outside 
defaults and represents the assumed information about the 
outside world, IA is a set of negative literals or abducibles 
called inside assumptions and represents the values as-
sumed during a process, and ANS is a set of instantiations 
of variables in the initial query. 

• Definition 3 A process set PS is a set of processes. A set 
of already asked questions AAQ is a set of askable liter-
als. A current belief state CBS is a set of askable literals. 

PS expresses all the alternative computations considered. 
AAQ is used to avoid asking redundant questions to informa-
tion sources and the CBS contains the system’s belief of the 
current status of the outside world. The definition of active 
process and suspended process, which is also necessary for the 
proof procedure, is as follows: 

• Definition 4 Let �GS,OD,IA,ANS
 be a process and CBS 
be a current belief state. A process is active with respect 
to CBS if OD � CBS. A process is suspended with respect 
to CBS otherwise. 

This definition emphasizes that, for a process to remain ac-
tive, its outside defaults have to be consistent with the current 
belief state. 

B. Process Reduction Phase 
During the Process Reduction phase changes occur in the 

process set. In the following description of this phase, changed 
PS, AAQ and CBS are represented as NewPS, NewAAQ and 
NewCBS. The steps for Process Reduction are: 

• Initial Step: Let GS be an initial goal set. �GS,�,�,ANS
 
is given to the proof procedure where ANS is a set of va-
riables in GS. That is, PS={�GS,�,�,ANS
}. Let AAQ=� 
and CBS=�. 

• Iteration Step: Do the following 

o Case 1 If there is an active process ��,OD,IA,ANS
 with 
respect to CBS in PS, terminate the process by returning 
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outside defaults OD, inside assumptions IA, and instantia-
tion of variables ANS. 

o Case 2 If there is no active process, terminate the process 
by reporting a failure of the goal. 

o Case 3 Select an active process �GS,OD,IA,ANS
 with 
respect  to CBS from PS and select an extended literal L in 
GS. Let PS’=PS-{�GS,OD,IA,ANS
� and GS’’=GS-L. For 
the selected extended literal L, do the following. 

� Case 3.1 If L is a positive ordinary literal, NewPS=PS’ ��
{�({body(R)} � GS’)�,OD,IA,ANS�
� | �R � � and �most 
general unifier (mgu) � so that head(R)�=L�}. 

� Case 3.2 If L is a ground negative ordinary literal or a 
ground abducible then: 

• Case 3.2.1 If L � IA then NewPS=PS’ ��
{�GS’,OD,IA,ANS
}. 

• Case 3.2.2 If L  � IA then NewPS=PS’. 

• Case 3.2.3 If L � IA then NewPS=PS’ ��
{�NewGS,OD,IA�{L},ANS
} where NewGS= {fail(BS)|BS 
� resolvent(L,�� � �	)} �� GS’ and resolvent(L,T) is de-
fined as follows: 

o If L is a ground negative ordinary literal, resol-
vent(L,T)={{L1�,…,Lk�}| H�L1,…,Lk � T so that L  =H� 
by a ground substitution �}. 

o If L is a ground abducible, resolvent(L,T)={{L1�,…,Li-

1�,Li+1�,...,Lk�}| �L1,…,Lk � T so that L=Li� by a 
ground substitution �}. 

� Case 3.3 If L is fail(BS), then 
• If BS=�, NewPS=PS’. 
• If BS��, then do the following: 

1. Select B from BS and let BS’=BS-{B}. 
2. Case 3.3.1 If B is a positive ordinary literal, NewPS=PS’ ��

{�NewGS � GS’,OD,IA,ANS
} where NewGS={ 
fail(({body(R)} �� BS’)�)|�R � �  and �mgu � so that 
head(R)�=B�}. 
Case 3.3.2 If B is a ground negative ordinary literal or a 
ground askable literal or an abducible, NewPS=PS’ ��

{�{fail(BS’)} �� GS’,OD,IA,ANS
}  � {�{ B  } ��

GS’,OD,IA,ANS
}. 

� Case 3.4 If L is a ground askable literal, Q@S, then do the 
following: 

1. If L � AAQ and L  � AAQ, then send the question Q to 
the slave agent S and NewAAQ=AAQ ��{L}. 

2. If L   � OD then NewPS=PS’ else NewPS=PS’ ��

{�GS’,OD ��{L},IA, ANS
} 

C. Fact Arrival Phase 
In the Fact Arrival phase the current belief state is revised 

in light of the information that arrives from the information 
sources. Supposing that answer Q is returned from an informa-
tion source S. Let L=Q@S. By [7], After finishing one step of 
process reduction: 
• If L  � CBS, then NewCBS=CBS-{ L  } � {L} 
• Else if L � CBS, then NewCBS=CBS � {L}. 

Some askable literals might not be included in the initial 
belief set. If this happens, processes that use these askable 
literals and their complements are suspended until the arrival 
of the answers 

D. Proof Procedure and Execution Example 
Stable model semantics is used to ensure the correctness of the 
proof procedure [11].  

An execution example of the program in Section 3.1 is 
presented. The strategy followed for process reduction con-
sists in, when a positive literal is reduced, creating new 
processes along with the rule order in the program, which are 
unifiable with the positive literal, and always selecting a new-
ly created or newly resumed process and a left most literal. A 
selected literal in the selected active process is underlined. The 
following is the execution trace for nt(q01,Y). 

1. PS={�{nt(q01,Y)},�,��}2,  
AAQ=�,  
CBS={sp(pedunculated)@pis, car(no)@pis, msa(no)@pis, 
ic(yes)@pis, ~nex(a01)@cp, ~nex(a02)@cp, 
nex(a03)@cp}. 

2. By Case 3.1,  PS={�{alt(q01,Y),tcv(Y),gtt(q01,Y)},�,�
} 
3. By Case 3.1,  PS={�{tcv(a01),gtt(q01,a01)},�,�
��

�{tcv(a02),gtt(q01,a02)},�,�
��
�{tcv(a03),gtt(q01,a03)},�,�
� 

4. By Case 3.1,  PS={�{sp(pedunculated)@pis,car(no)@pis, 
msa(no)@pis, 
ic(yes)@pis,gtt(q01,a01)},�,�
,�{sp(sessile)@pis,car(no)
@pis,msa(no)@pis, ic(yes)@pis,gtt(q01,a01)}, �,�
 
,P1,P2

3} 
5. By Case 3.4, sp(pedunculated) is asked to the pis. 

PS={�{car(no)@pis,msa(no)@pis,ic(yes)@pis, 
gtt(q01,a01)},�sp(pedunculated)@pis�,�
, P1,P2,P3

4} 
AQQ={sp(pedunculated)@pis} 

6. By Case 3.4, car(no) is asked to the pis. 
PS={�{msa(no)@pis,ic(yes)@pis,gtt(q01,a01)},�
�sp(pedunculated)@pis,car(no)@pis� ,�
, P1,P2,P3} 
AQQ={sp(pedunculated)@pis,car(no)@pis} 

7. sp(pedunculated) is returned from pis. Nothing changes. 
8. By Case 3.4, msa(no) is asked to the pis. 

PS={�{ 
ic(yes)@pis,gtt(q01,a01)},�sp(pedunculated)@pis,car(no)
@pis, msa(no)@pis�,�
, P1,P2,P3} 

AQQ={sp(pedunculated)@pis,car(no)@pis,msa(no)@pis} 
9. ~car(no) is returned from pis. By Fact Arrival Phase,  

CBS={sp(pedunculated)@pis,~car(no)@pis, msa(no)@pis, 
ic(yes)@pis, ~nex(a01)@cp, 
~nex(a02)@cp,nex(a03)@cp} 

PS={�{tcv(a02),gtt(q01,a02)},�,�
,P2,P3,P4
5} 

                                                           
2 Representation of a process �GS,OD,IA,ANS
. The ANS part is omi 

ted in the process because there is no variable in the initial query. 
3 From now on P1 and P2 are abbreviations of 

�{tcv(a02)),gtt(q01,a02)},�,�
�����{tcv(a03),gtt(q01,a03)},�,�
. 
4 From now on P3 will be used as an abbreviation of 
�{sp(sessile)@pis,car(no)@pis, 
msa(no)@pis,ic(yes)@pis,gtt(q01,a01)}, �,�
. 
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10. By Case 3.1,  
PS={�{car(yes)@pis,msa(no)@pis,gtt(q01,a02)},�,�
,P2,
P3,P4} 

11. By Case 3.4, car(yes) is asked to the pis. 
AQQ={sp(pedunculated)@pis,car(no)@pis,msa(no)@pis, 
car(yes)@pis} 

There is no default for car(yes) so the process is suspended. 
�����{tcv(a03),gtt(q01,a03)},�,�
� P3,P4,P5

6��
12. msa(no) is returned from pis!! Nothing changes.  
13. By Case 3.1, PS={�{msa(yes)@pis,gtt(q01,a03)},�,�
, 

P3,P4,P5} 
14. By Case 3.4, msa(yes) is asked to the pis. 

AQQ={sp(pedunculated)@pis,car(no)@pis,msa(no)@pis,c
ar(yes)@pis, msa(yes)@pis} 

There is no default for mas(yes) so the process is sus-
pended. 

15. car(yes) is returned from pis!! By Fact Arrival Phase, 
CBS={sp(pedunculated)@pis,~car(no)@pis,car(yes),msa(
no)@pis,ic(yes)@pis,~nex(a01)@cp,~nex(a02)@cp, 
nex(a03)@cp } 

PS={�{msa(no)@pis,gtt(q01,a02)},{car(yes)@pis},�
, 
P3,P4,P6

7} 
16. By Case 3.1, 

PS={�{gtt(q01,a02)},{car(yes)@pis,msa(no)@pis},�
, 
P3,P4,P6} 

17. By Case 3.2.3, 
PS={�{fail({nex(a02)@cp})},{car(yes)@pis,msa(no)@pis}
, gtt(q01,a02)
, P3,P4,P6} 

18. By Case 3.3.2, 
PS={�{fail(�)},{car(yes)@pis,msa(no)@pis}, 
gtt(q01,a02)
, 
�{~nex(a02)@cp},{car(yes)@pis,msa(no)@pis},P3,P4,P6} 

19. ~msa(yes) is returned from pis!! By Fact Arrival Phase, 
CBS={sp(pedunculated)@pis,~car(no)@pis,car(yes), 
msa(no)@pis, ~msa(yes)@pis,ic(yes)@pis, 
~nex(a01)@cp, ~nex(a02)@cp, nex(a03)@cp} 

20. By Case 3.3, 
PS={�{~nex(a02)@cp},{car(yes)@pis,msa(no)@pis}, 
gtt(q01,a02)
},P3,P4,P6} 

21. By Case 3.4, ~nex(a02) is asked to the cp, 
PS={��,{car(yes)@pis,msa(no)@pis,~nex(a02)@cp}, 
gtt(q01,a02)
,P3,P4,P6} 

AQQ={sp(pedunculated)@pis,car(no)@pis,msa(no)@pis,c
ar(yes)@pis, msa(yes)@pis,~nex(a02)@cp} 

22. {car(yes)@pis,msa(no)@pis} is returned as outside de-
faults and gtt(q01,a02) is returned as inside assumptions. 

23. The answer (ANS) is {nt(q01,a02}. The answer set would 
remain unchanged by the answer ~nex(a02)@cp, which is 
still missing. 

The procedure results in a recommendation that selects 
a02 as the next clinical task, i.e., Workup 2. At steps 5, 6, 8 

                                                                                                     
5 From now on P4 will be used as an abbreviation of 

�{ic(yes)@pis,gtt(q01,a01)}, {sp(pedunculated)@pis,car(no)@pis, 
msa(no)@pis}  ,�
. 

6 From now on P5 will be used as an abbreviation of 
{�{car(yes)@pis,msa(no)@pis, gtt(q01,a02)},�,�
. 
7 From now on P6  will be used as an abbreviation of  

{�{msa(yes)@pis,gtt(q01,a03)},�,�
. 

and 21 the active processes assume the values in the default 
set while the real truth values of the literals are asked to the 
information sources, demonstrating the effect of Speculative 
Computation. Without this method the respective processes 
would have to be suspended. At step 17, an ordinary abduction 
is performed, i.e, it is assumed that one goes from task q01 to 
a02 (gtt(q01,a02)) and any integrity constraints are checked in 
order not to lead to contradiction. The procedure was able to 
generate an answer without possessing all the information, i.e., 
with uncertainty associated to the clinical parameters, and 
even without receiving the information about the practicability 
of task a02. This allowed the construction of a possible, and 
also most likely, scenario. 

If one considers the complexity of a guideline such as the 
NCCN Guideline for Colon Cancer (as represented in Fig. 3), 
with multiple data entry points that ultimately generate split-
ting points, it is possible to use Speculative Computation and 
Abduction on each one and, through it, present the most likely 
execution threads by summing the computation of these 
choices. Fig. 3 shows an example of how the SFCDSS could be 
applied to a guideline algorithm represented in CompGuide. 
For every decision point in the algorithm there is an SFCDSS 
that runs on top of the procedural knowledge provided by the 
ontology. Assuming that information is missing in each ques-
tion task, the SFCDSS formulates a probable choice for the next 
task at q01, q02, q03 and q04. Then, by grouping the propos-
als of the SFCDSS, it is possible to build a tentative execution 
path which in the case of Fig. 3 would be q01-a02-q02-q03-
a06. The framework is responsible for handling incomplete 
information regarding the clinical parameters necessary for 
making a decision. This would be useful for a practitioner as it 
would provide him a map of the potential evolution of a pa-
tient, thus giving him time to devise countermeasures if it 
shows that the treatment is following an undesirable direction. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This work shows that the application of Speculative Com-

putation and Abduction to CIG-based CDSSs is possible. 
Moreover, this approach provides a way to clearly structure 
the reasoning process of the execution engine and endows it 
with dynamic belief revision capabilities.  

The original contribution of the article is the application of 
an already existing framework and semantics provided by 
Satoh [7] to the domain of  medical decision, having the 
CompGuide model as a basis.   

 
The inclusion of Speculative Computation is a differentiat-

ing factor from other CIG execution engines such as Arezzo, 
DeGeL, GLARE, GLEE and SAGE [12]  which usually only 
execute their coded rules [4], without additional intelligent 
functionalities. In situations such as the one represented in the 
case-study, a battery of tests must be performed in order to 
determine the shape of polyps, the possibility of resection, if 
there are synchronous metastases and the invasiveness of the 
cancer. The results of these tests may take some time to be 
known or may turn out to be inconclusive. In the first case, the 
effect of Speculative Computation enables the construction of 
a possible scenario for the next procedure before knowing the 
results, and in the latter it provides the most likely values (the 
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